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 C2A QSC Fades is a high-quality, highly versatile audio compression plug-in. With this plug-in you can edit a mix in the analog
domain, and then have the same mix "drastically" compressed and up- or down-mixed down to your favorite digital format.
✓✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades is a professional multi-format audio compressor. Enjoy the features and get it now! Key features

✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades has high quality, non-linear, analog audio compression. Take any mix and compress it on the fly! No
hassle and no setting up, just punch it up and cut it down! For the best results, set the compressor's threshold to the lowest

possible level.✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades features highly professional audio effects for mastering. Can you mix down a million-
dollar-recording to 128k? It can do that too! Do you like mastering your songs for an all-digital way? QSC Fades can do that,

too! Be creative, and you'll be amazed at how easy it is.✦✦✦.Key Features ✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades has high quality, non-linear,
analog audio compression. Take any mix and compress it on the fly! No hassle and no setting up, just punch it up and cut it
down! For the best results, set the compressor's threshold to the lowest possible level.✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades features highly

professional audio effects for mastering. Can you mix down a million-dollar-recording to 128k? It can do that too! Do you like
mastering your songs for an all-digital way? QSC Fades can do that, too! Be creative, and you'll be amazed at how easy it

is.✦✦✦.✦✦✦.Inputs/Outputs ✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades features all the commonly used mic and line inputs as well as line and aux
outputs. It also has a dedicated headphone output.✦✦✦.C2A QSC Fades is optimized for a number of audio formats including

ADAT, Apple Lossless, AIFF, Apple, AU, ATRAC, FLAC, Ogg, MP3, WAV 82157476af
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